
DIRECTIONS

Components of the System
NOTE: The Gallery Lighting System now includes a sophisticated Junction Box with circuit breakers 
which will automatically switch the system off if it is overloaded.  The system can be overloaded 
either by fitting too many light wands or by using lamps of more than 20 watts (which can burn 
out the wands). We recommend and normally supply 20 watt halogen lamps or 7 watt LED lamps.   
CAUTION, overloading the system could cause a fire hazard.

The Gallery Lighting System consists of four main components. ( See Illustration 1. )

• Transformer (1) to convert wall voltage (120 volts) to 12 volts, plus brown cable to bring the 
 current to the track.

•  Junction Box (2) to direct 12 volt current coming from the transformer, to the track with the 
 light wands.

•  Blue Track Cable (3) to carry the 12 volt current along the length of the track to each light 
 wand, together with the double-sided adhesive roll to fix the cable to the track.

•  LightWands and Halogen or LED Lamps (4) ready to attach at any point along the track. 

 Illustration 1
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Planning Your Lighting System  
1.  Positioning Transformer and Junction Box
 Low voltage power (12 volt) unlike high voltage (120 volt) cannot travel long distances, so this 
 will affect where you position the connection of 12 volt power to your hanging system.  Each 300
 VA transformer can run a maximum of 12 x 20 watt halogen lamps, or 35 x 7 watt LED lamps.

 For halogen lamps the power can travel a maximum of 30 ft. in either direction from the 12 volt
 Junction Box along the track, e.g.  a 60 ft. system would need the power input to the track right
 in the middle so the power travels only 30 ft. in each direction.  ( See Illustration 2. )  For LED 
 lamps the power can travel 50 ft. in each direction.  

2. Height of Track
 Recommended height is about 8ft.  The system is highly effective at that level because it
 positions the lamps close to the art.  If the lights are placed too high (a) less light reaches the art
 (b) the oblique angle further reduces effectiveness.

3. Need help planning your system?
 For larger installations you may need help.  Send us a floor plan of the area and indicate where 
 the track and lights are to go.  Also show the location and height of available power points.  We  
 can then plan the job and work out a quotation. 
 Contact us at:  www.gallerysystem.com or by phone at 800 - 460 - 8703

Illustration 2
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Installation of Your Lighting System
1. Position of  Transformer
 The transformer should be mounted on the wall where it can get good ventilation because it will
 get hot when operating.  It can also be placed above the ceiling or behind a wall with the 12 volt
 power cable installed in the wall cavity where applicable.  Either way, it must be well ventilated.  If
 the power lead has to run down the wall use plastic conduit to cover the cable (can be affixed to
 the wall with pressure sensitive tape).  The transformer is supplied with 9ft., 12 volt output leads
 and this is the recommended maximum distance from the transformer to the track.  A larger job
 may use two or more transformers and you need to plan according to the above rules and divide
 the job into sections. 

2. Cutting the Track/Double-sided Tape
 Next cut the lengths of track to fit your walls. Allow a 2 ¾ inch gap to fit each Junction Box.

 Before screwing the track to the wall affix the double-sided Adhesive Tape to the track. 
 ( See Illustration 3. ) The track surface should be wiped with rubbing ( isopropyl ) alcohol before
 fixing the tape. 

 Important – Do not remove the strip covering
 the adhesive at this stage, as it will attract dust
 and grit while you are affixing the track to the wall. 

3. Affixing the Track & Junction Box    
 Now screw the track to the wall. Screws should be
 16 to 18 inches apart. At least 1 inch clearance is 
 needed between the top of the track and ceiling 
 or cornice so there is room to fit the wands. 

 After removing the lid, fix the Junction Box to the
 wall using the adhesive pad fitted to the box for
 smooth surfaces.  On rough surfaces you may need
 to screw the box into position.  The cable from the transformer must enter the box through either
 the top round hole or the bottom round hole in the cover of the box (normally the bottom is the
 end with the circuit breaker buttons showing). 

 Before fixing the box in place, it is important to position it so that the cable slots in the side of the
 cover are aligned with the track surface which carries the cable.  You can fix the box either way up
 according to whether your transformer is above or below the track, but normally it would be
 positioned so that the circuit breaker buttons show at the bottom.  If you position the box so that
 the circuit breaker buttons show at the top, you will need to leave additional space between the
 track and the ceiling to allow for the box and access to the circuit breaker buttons. 

4. Cutting and Connecting the 12 volt Cable from the Transformer
 The 12 volt cable from the transformer (brown cable) can enter the Junction Box from either
 end.  In general, the bottom of the box will be the end with the circuit breaker buttons showing,
 so the end of the box that the cable enters will depend on whether you are mounting the
 transformer above or below the track. 

Illustration 3
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 If you are leading the 12 volt transformer cable into the end of the Junction Box that has the
 circuit breaker buttons showing (normally the bottom of the box – so the transformer would be
 positioned below the track), then measure cable length to the outer cover of the box and allow
 an added 4 ¾ inches for the cable which goes inside the box. 

 If you are leading the 12 volt transformer cable into the end of the Junction Box that does NOT
 have the circuit breaker buttons showing (normally the top of the box – so the transformer
 would be positioned above the track), then measure cable length to the outer cover of the box
 and allow an added 1¼ inches for the cable which goes inside the box. 

 Carefully strip away ½ inch of the insulation from the
 end  of each lead of the 12 volt transformer cable.
 Connect these to the two OUTSIDE connections at
 the END of the connection block in the Junction
 Box using a flat blade screw driver.  
 (See Illustration 4 to ensure that you have made the
 connections correctly.) 

 Space inside the Junction Box is tight. Therefore, if
 you are leading the 12 volt transformer wires into
 the end of the box that has the circuit breaker
 buttons showing, it will be best to position the wires
 as shown in Illustration 4 so that they will not
 interfere with fitting the lid. 

 Connect the other end of the 12 volt transformer 
 cable to the terminal block inside the transformer. 
 To do this, first remove the transformer cover and
 push out one of the knockout hole covers.  Fix the
 cord grip loosely in the knockout hole and feed the
 transformer cable through it.  Strip away ½ inch
 of the insulation from the ends of each lead of the
 transformer cable and connect them to the
 transformer terminal block.  Tighten the cord grip
 onto the transformer cable. 

 
5. Cutting and Connecting the Blue Track Cable
 For the blue track cable, measure from the 
 Junction Box to one end of one track section and
 add a couple of inches to allow for connections. Do 
 the same for the other end of the track (if you are
 installing lights on both sides of the box). 

 Carefully strip away ½ inch of the insulation from the
 ends of each lead on one of the blue track cables.
 Connect these to the two INSIDE connections on one
 SIDE of the connection block in the Junction Box using a flat blade screw driver. Do the same for
 the other blue track cable if you are installing lights on both sides.  (See  Illustration 5  to ensure
 that you have made the connections correctly.)

Illustration 4
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6. Fitting the Blue Track Cable to the Track
 Pack the cables around the base of the Junction Box as shown in Illustration 5.  Fit the lid in
 place so that a blue track cable exits through the slots on each side.

 If the blue power cable has attracted dust or grease, first wipe its surface with rubbing isopropyl 
 alcohol. ( It will dry quickly. )  Then peel the paper cover strip from the double-sided adhesive
 tape which you have already fitted into the track and carefully lay the blue cable in position on
 the adhesive tape, making sure it lies straight in the track.  Trim the cable ends. 

 The blue power cable will bend easily around corners.  On inside corners bend the cable right
 into the corner so it will allow fitting of the  corner cover.

7. Corner Covers (Optional)
 These cover the blue cable where it goes around corners. The two types are to fit inside and
 outside corners. (See Illustrations 6a and 6b. )  Also, straight covers hide the blue cable where
 there’s a gap in the track.  They are available in two finishes to match track.  Use some of the
 double-sided tape, attached at each end, so they won’t move.

 

Illustration 6a

Illustration 6b
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8. Fitting the Wands
 First fit the lamp into its socket.  Check  that the lever is 
 in the open ( lever down ) position. ( See Illustration 7 .)
 Check to make sure the power to the track is
 switched on.  Position wand carefully on the track
 pressing with your thumb to be sure the fitting
 is flat against the track . ( See Illustration 7. ) This 
 step is important to ensure that the wand is perfectly
 straight and flat against the track -- if it is not straight, 
 the contact probes will not penetrate the blue track
 cable properly and current will not flow to the lamps.  

 Then turn the wand lever clockwise to the vertical
 position ( as far as it will go ). This step brings the
 contact probes down into the blue track cable to
 connect with the power lines and deliver power to 
 the lamp.  (See Illustration 8.)

 You can adjust the lighting angle by sliding the lamp
 socket up or down.  (See Illustration 9.) 

9. Number of Wands
 To prevent overloading the system, you should have
 no more that 6 wands on the track, each with a 20
 watt halogen lamp, on EACH side of the Junction
 Box ( or 17 wands with LED lamps ). More than this
 number on either side will cause the circuit breaker
 to switch the system off on that side.  If this happens, 
 remove the extra wand(s) and push the circuit 
 breaker button on that side to switch the system 
 back on. 

 NOTE: You may find that occasionally the circuit
 breaker will allow installation of an extra wand. If it 
 does, then it is safe to do so.  

 
 

Illustration 7
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